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Near-Earth Objects
• Pan-STARRS on Haleakala is conducting a search for Near-Earth Objects


• This is funded by the NASA Near-Earth Object Observation program


• Near-Earth Objects are defined as objects with perihelion < 1.3 au


• We have a program on CFHT to follow-up selected objects discovered by 
Pan-STARRS, including Near-Earth Objects


• One of the characteristic properties of Near-Earth Objects is unusual motion, 
including rapid motion due to proximity



Near-Earth Objects

• The goal is to inventory and find orbits for as many Near-Earth Objects as 
possible in order to identify any objects that might be hazardous in the future


• Larger objects are more hazardous, but less common


• Objects with highly eccentric or inclined orbits have higher velocities, so 
have higher kinetic energy, but are harder to find



Near-Earth Objects

• All moving objects that Pan-
STARRS discovers are 
reported to the Minor Planet 
Center


• A network of astronomers 
around the world obtain 
additional observations of 
those that have unusual 
motion to obtain orbits



October 19, 2017
• Pan-STARRS observed an object moving quickly to the west at 6.2 degrees 

per day (internally named P10Ee5V)


• It was seen in four separate 45-second exposures, each separated by about 
16 minutes


• Integrated magnitude was V~20


• Conditions were poor — seeing was over 2 arc seconds


• The object was reported to the Minor Planet Center, where it was listed on the 
Near-Earth Object Confirmation page





October 20, 2017

• Rob Weryk:  I think F51 saw P10Ee5V the day before, where it probably is the 
trailed object in the attached FITS files … that second detection is not the 
best, but I can't get the orbit to fit well at all with or without it using FindOrb.


• Although it was seen on October 18, the automated detection software did 
not find it because two of the four detections were corrupted




October 21, 2017

• Marco Micheli:  this is VERY interesting! Two nights ago I observed this object 
with the ESA OGS telescope … Yesterday I got an e-mail from Gareth asking 
to check my positions … What makes things VERY interesting is the data you 
sent us now. If I combine these positions with my J04 ones … I can get a nice 
solution, but it is significantly hyperbolic!


• Requests for Director’s Discretionary Time written and submitted




October 21, 2017



October 22, 2017
• Richard W boarded a plane to Jeju, S. Korea for the CIE meeting on lighting


• Travel was via Osaka, Japan, on Japan Airlines, which has excellent in-flight wi-fi


• CFHT observations were programmed in PH2 from the plane


• The entire flight was spent preparing observations and working on this object


• Hawaii started a period of poor weather


• NASA Planetary Defense Office informed




October 24, 2019

COMET C/2017 U1 (PANSTARRS)


     Further observations of this object are very much desired.  Unless 
there are serious problems with much of the astrometry listed below, 
strongly hyperbolic orbits are the only viable solutions.  Although it is 
probably not too sensible to compute meaningful original and future 
barycentric orbits, given the very short arc of observations, the orbit 
below has e ~ 1.2 for both values.  If further observations confirm the 
unusual nature of this orbit, this object may be the first clear case of an 
interstellar comet.



October 25, 2019

A/2017 U1


     K. Meech (Institute for Astronomy, University of Hawaii) reports that in a very 
deep stacked image, obtained with the VLT, this object appears completely 
stellar.  The prefix for the designation 2017 U1 is therefore being changed to A/, 
in line with the 1995 IAU Resolution on the system of comet designations.



October 26, 2017

• Efforts to work out how to name this object began


• CFHT Director Doug Simons offered to help and enlisted help from Larry 
Kimura and Ka’iu Kimura


• Comets get the name of their discoverer


• This system would have been the default unless a change was made




October 26, 2017
• Weather finally looked like it would be good


• Moon was first quarter; moonset near midnight


• MegaCam will be coming off tomorrow (Friday)


• Plan:


• rguir sequence for color


• 3.5 hours of continuous observations to get a rotation curve


• Conference had finished in the morning




October 26, 2017
• Observer was Callie Crowder; Queue Coordinator was Andreea Petric


• 18:53 — CC — cannot guide


• 19:32 — object cannot be seen in i-band (original guiding problem 
caused by ephemeris starting at 19:00; guiding working)


• 19:40 — object cannot be seen in r-band; switch to 120 seconds w


• 20:04 — new OG with 180 seconds w-band (gri) exposures created


• 20:15 — 180 seconds exposures started




October 26, 2017

• 20:15 — RW — unless I can see it in 180 seconds, we will need to stop. The 
moon is making this harder


• 20:20 — RW — Sorry this is so hard. We really got hurt by the weather and 
not being able to do this yesterday or the day before. Do you have another 
program ready of we need to abandon?


• 20:22 — AP — Yes we do. But we’ll be a little peeved. In any case, this was 
the most exciting queue coordinator experience I have had — chasing this 
object.




October 26, 2017

• 20:34 — RW — we are good. The object is there. Seeing improved I think


• The seeing had been good all the time, but the object had been extremely 
faint


• 20:42 — AP — Well it’s awesome we could get it. Even my 7 year old is 
impressed


• Observations continued, and were monitored even from the taxi to the 
airport using cell phone mobile hotspot






The light curve

• The light curve suggests that the object is highly elongated


• It isn’t easy to distinguish between oblate (frisbee shaped) and 
prolate (cigar shaped)


• There are very few objects in our solar system that look like this


• Even before anything was known about this object, many people 
were calling it “Rama” from the Arthur C. Clarke novel “Rendezvous 
with Rama”




Light curve

• The light curve suggested a period of approximately 8 
hours


• Subsequent observations could not be explained by simple 
rotation, so `Oumuamua appears to be tumbling



November 6, 2017
NEW DESIGNATION SCHEME FOR INTERSTELLAR OBJECTS 

     The discovery of A/2017 U1 has presented a slight nomenclature problem. Since both the original and future barycentric orbits for 
this object are significantly hyperbolic, this object is not bound to our solar system and the current apparition is likely to be the only time that 
the object is observable.


     Due to the unique nature of this object, there is pressure to assign a name.  The minor-planet designation scheme does not allow a name to be 
assigned to this object based on the brief arc of observation.


     Recent e-mail exchanges between the IAU General Secretary, the IAU  Division F President, the co-chairs of the IAU Working Group on Small 
Body Nomenclature and the Minor Planet Center have discussed this nomenclature issue.  A solution has been proposed that solves the 
problem.  A new series of small-body designations for interstellar objects will be introduced: the I numbers.  This new sequence will be similar in 
form to the comet numbering system and assignment of the numbers will be handled by the Minor Planet Center.


     Provisional designations for interstellar objects will be handled using the C/ or A/ prefix (as appropriate), with the designation using the comet 
system.


     Accordingly, the object A/2017 U1 receives the permanent designation 1I and the name 
'Oumuamua.  The name, which was chosen by the Pan-STARRS team, is of Hawaiian origin and 
reflects the way this object is like a scout or messenger sent from the distant past to reach out to us 
('ou means reach out for, and mua, with the second mua placing emphasis, means first, in advance 
of). 
     Correct forms for referring to this object are therefore: 1I; 1I/2017 U1;  1I/'Oumuamua; and 1I/2017 U1 ('Oumuamua).


     This first interstellar object is being handled as a special case.  A small committee of the WGSBN will be created to codify the circumstances 
under which an object will quality for an I-number and the rules that will apply to the names, bearing in mind the precedent set by this case.  A 
formal report will follow their deliberations.



November 20, 2017

• Discovery paper published in Nature




Astrometry

• Observations were planned with HST for November, December and January 
to follow it until it became too faint


• Even without the HST observations, the trajectory could not be explained 
using only gravity


• This was evident to anyone who might have looked for it in published 
astrometry; all HST observations were public


• Our unpublished CFHT astrometry made this a very solid detection




Astrometry

• The most plausible explanation for the acceleration as ‘Oumuamua 
moved away from the Sun is low-level cometary activity


• Paper published in Nature in July 2018




Strengths of CFHT

• Queue agility and resposivity


• Almost instant access to queue data


• Excellent non-sidereal guiding (even at a speed of 6 degrees per day)


• Excellent image quality (`Oumuamua appears starlike)


• Precise shutter timing that allowed confidence in the early confirmation 
that the orbit was hyperbolic, and early evidence of the non-gravitational 
acceleration




Mistakes

• We should have done more with HST


• That might have allowed us to understand the rotation and tumbling 
better


• But would we have been able to get a long time sequence with HST?


• Very deep HST observations early on might have revealed a faint coma 
and confirmed the cometary activity hypothesis




Are there more Interstellar 
Objects?

• Pan-STARRS has seen many fast-moving objects that were not recovered


• Most of these are likely regular Near-Earth Objects


• Some might have been Interstellar Objects


• Did some of the missed objects have strong rotation curves?


• Pan-STARRS2 is starting to survey the sky


• It should become harder for interstellar objects to pass close to us 
without discovery




Challenges for the future

• Interstellar Objects have to be observed quickly


• Requests for Director’s Discretionary Time are very urgent


• The next interstellar object will likely be discovered close to New Moon


• The Moon is a nuisance


• Most of the observations will need to be taken during the discovery 
lunation


• Interstellar objects are too faint for infrared instruments





